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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Quilting Accessories

Wonder Clips (50)
da: CasaCenina

Modello: KITCCEN-WCLIPS

Stop with pins everywhere, to keep the top, batting
and back of our quilts safely together! These clips -
expressly designed for hand and machine quilting -
stand out for their specific structure and grip on
the three traditional parts of the sandwich, which
any quilt come from, and can be used for any
creative sewing project, too, of course.
Extremely easy and fast to use, they'll flow
smoothly on your sewing machine and make
binding amazingly easy as well! 
Size about 27 mm. x 10 mm. each
50 pcs pack.

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Quilting Accessories

Wonder Clips Jumbo (20)
da: CasaCenina

Modello: KITCCEN-JUMBO-CLIPS-AZZ

Stop with pins everywhere, to keep the top, batting
and back of our quilts safely together! These clips -
expressly designed for hand and machine quilting -
stand out for their specific structure and grip on
the three traditional parts of the sandwich, which
any quilt come from, and can be used for any
creative sewing project, too, of course.
Extremely easy and fast to use, they'll flow
smoothly on your sewing machine and make
binding amazingly easy as well! 
Size about 5,7 cm x 1,2 cm each
20 pcs pack.
Colors (Green, Purple, Rose Fuchsia, Red or Blue)
may very according to availability (specify in the
notes of your order your preference and we will do
our best to send you your favorite color).

Price: € 16.99 (incl. VAT)
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